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traditionally performed these functions. Today's complex military equipment has accelerated this process. As a result, the specialized skills to maintain and repair this equipment are no longer common or intuitive. In World War II, one contributing factor to logistical success was that most soldiers were backyard auto mechanics. It was relatively straightforward and easy to strip parts from destroyed vehicles to repair "not-so-complex" tanks and trucks then continue to push forward. 2 Today's service members generally do not have the time, resources, or technical background to make other than rudimentary repairs to current systems. Some critical aspects of current systems such as electronics parts can not be repaired or replaced without expensive specialized skills. Recruiting, training, and retaining service members with the highly technical skills required to maintain in-house capability is an uphill battle. Adding to the challenge is the draw of these skills to the commercial employment market. The increasing technical complexity of equipment, ongoing outsourcing efforts, and shrinking size of the military all contribute to the need for resources beyond what the traditional soldier can provide. The military has found that solution through increased requirements for contractor support, particularly contractor logistics support (CLS).
The presence of contractors in the operational theater is a reality that requires the attention of Joint Force Commanders for the foreseeable future. What value is added by using contractors? What are the risks and costs? How are contractors integrated? Joint Force
Commanders must develop an awareness of the benefits and issues that defense contractors bring to the operational theater, and address them in the planning and execution of joint military operations. 3 Contract personnel are a different type of "force" with their own unique organizational and cultural characteristics. Joint Force Commanders attempting to integrate contractors with their personnel are sailing into uncharted waters which can be turbulent, frustrating, and fraught with hidden perils. This paper will discuss some of the many issues facing the Joint Force Commander and the staff as they plan for and execute operations involving contractor support. It will also present some recommendations for enhancing the positive aspects of contractor support and mitigating the negatives. These system support experts and other contractors are not meant to replace military forces.
Contractors in the Operational Theater
They augment the forces for many reasons, including their specialized technical skills and to provide capabilities not available to the JFC via organic military assets. They can also be considered a healthy force multiplier in contingency areas where military force levels are restricted by number or mission but "civilian" counterparts do not count towards those restrictions.
Some Benefits of Using Contractors
Contractors provide the JFC access to a variety of skills, business connections, and additional manpower that generate additional options in the planning and execution of campaigns and major operations. In light of recent and ongoing military downsizing, the availability of contractor support allows the development of a force structure with a greater tooth-to-tail ratio. Contractors were able to fill the gap in capabilities and performed well in a relatively dangerous environment. Contracted capability can be increased or decreased quickly in response to changing requirements.
Some Concerns about Using Contractors
The many potential benefits derived from using contractors in the theater of operations are not without their areas of concern. There are costs and risks associated with using contractors in military operations. Various debates on the merits of using contractors in The increasing use of contractors, particularly for systems support, is causing them to be more active in the frontlines. Some move from unit to unit providing support while some are Individuals who follow an army without directly belonging to it, such as newspaper correspondents and reporters, sutlers and contractors, who fall into the enemy's hands and whom the latter thinks expedient to detain, are entitled to be treated as prisoners of war, provided they are in possession of a certificate from the military authorities of the army which they are accompanying. resource which may enhance the execution of some facets of operational art. It is important for the JFC to consider the unique aspects of the theater of operations and the mission.
Contractor utilization must be tailored to the theater's and mission's specific requirements, not simply based on a template developed from past operations.
How Contractors Impact Operational Functions
Operational functions are theater-wide processes in support of the employment of combat forces that JFCs must synchronize and sequence as they practice operational art. Although a contractor has its own strategic lift capability, the contractor may be subject to the same logistical constraints as the military. Several factors can result in the degradation of the contractor's ability to bring equipment and supplies into the theater. theaters where the population is friendly and the threat of terror attack is low, contractors may be able to move about freely with minimal force protection. As hostilities increase, so do contractor force protection requirements. On the issue of responsibility for providing 38 Dowling and Feck, 9. 39 Vego, 227. 40 Caterinicchia, 2. protection to contractors and their assets, doctrine is split. Joint Publication 4-0 states that "force protection for DOD contractor employees is a contractor responsibility, unless valid contract terms replace that responsibility." Army doctrine clearly holds the commander responsible for contractor protection. "The Army has a moral responsibility, over and above specific contractual requirements to provide a secure working environment for contractor personnel." 41 Protecting contractors in the theater of operations is in the JFC's best interest.
If one wants contractors to provide support in the future, one must be able to provide the assurance the work environment will be as safe as possible. On the practical side, a dead, injured or captured contractor cannot provide support and introduces a range of legal and political issues. At a minimum, the JFC must ensure contractors are aware of dangers and how to protect themselves. Providing contractor protection may require the diversion of forces from other missions. When considering the use of contractors, particularly in dangerous environments, the JFC must consider the requirement to protect contractors and the impact on mission of providing that protection. In some cases the JFC's may decide the use of military forces, which generally provide their own force protection, is the better option.
Recommendations
In all countries engaged in war, experience has sooner or later pointed out that contracts with private men of substance and understanding are necessary for the substance, covering, clothing and moving of any Army. Robert Morris, Superintendent of Finance, 1781
Planning is key to successful mission accomplishment and it is a major responsibility assigned to JFCs and their staffs. Planning is also key to successful employment and integration of contractors. To begin planning, the JFC and the joint staff need to understand 
Conclusion
Military reliance on contractors for support in the theater of operations will continue for the foreseeable future. Contractors can provide a variety of beneficial services which allow the JFC to employ his forces elsewhere or resolve shortfalls due to force limitation or lack of capability. They can be a force multiplier. Contractors provide these services at a cost. In addition to the contract costs, the JFC may need to provide logistical or personnel support intheater, as well force protection. There are also risks associated with using contractors. JFCs do not have the same level of control over contractors as they do over their forces.
Contractors are bound by the terms of their contract and they cannot be forced to perform in hostile situations. 
